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In today’s increasingly 
competitive environment, logistics 
companies are continuously 
pressured to reduce logistics 
spend in order to lower cost to 
their clients. 

Companies must look deeper at 
their distribution network and find 
ways to optimize processes and 
communication channels.  

While this discovery process can 
reveal great opportunities for cost 
reduction, it does not answer the 
question…

“How do we prioritize, implement 
and maintain the necessary 
changes?”

That is where EXL steps in.

Transport analytics
Reduce your logistics spend with an end-to-end solution

Our approach 
Our end-to-end solution evaluates the current status 

of your operations, identifies areas for optimization 

and implements the changes in order to improve your 

daily logistics operations and reduce freight cost.

Transport analytics

 • Shipment Scheduling Optimization

 • Route Optimization

 • Freight Cost Optimization

 • Warehouse Analytics

 • Fleet Modeling

 • Freight Measurement Analytics

 • Predictive Fleet Maintenance Analytics

 • Distribution Analytics

Carrier management 

 • Carrier cost negotiation

 • Carrier contract management

Optimize
your distribution network

Reduce
your freight spend by up to 20%

Increase
visibility into your inventory

Improve
your service levels

Streamline
your supply chain management



An end-to-end transport analytics solution

Our expertise
Our team of experts has studies the networks 

of over 340 projects annually to identify and 

optimize synergies in flows that were not originally 

visible to the client. An average of $18,000 of cost 

improvement was realized in each projected that the 

team implemented in 2014.   

These projects fall into the following five categories:

 • Engineering – studies, multi-stop truckload 

designs, support tools development, requests for 

information, cost estimations

 • Procurement – market tenders, benchmarking, 

carrier management, communication and 

operations, contracting

 • Maintenance – route maps, reporting, regular 

updates

 • Administration – claims, documentation

 • Other

To learn more about our services and how we can 

partner with your company, please contact:

Peter Janssen 

SVP, Transportation, Travel and Logistics 

T: + 420.731.444.985 

E: peter.janssen@exlservice.com  

www.exlservice.com 

About EXL
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Pick-up 
duplication EXL (NASDAQ: EXLS) is a leading business 

process solutions company that looks deeper

 to drive business impact through integrated 

services and industry knowledge. EXL 

provides operations management, analytics 

and technology platforms to organizations in 

insurance, healthcare, banking and fi nancial 

services, utilities, travel, and transportation 

and logistics, among others. We work as a 

strategic partner to help our clients 

streamline business operations, improve 

corporate 

fi nance, manage compliance, create new 

channels for growth and better adapt to 

change. Headquartered in New York and 

in business since 1999, EXL has more than 

22,800 professionals in locations throughout 

the U.S., Europe and Asia. 
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